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NEW! – Questions and Answers
If you have a question about establishing or maintaining
tallgrass prairie please e-mail info@tallgrassontario.org.
One of our directors will get back to you. We’ll post the
responses on the Q&A page on the Tallgrass Ontario
website.

Tallgrass Indicators Species List/Analysis spreadsheet available for download
Dan Lebedyk, Biologist/Ecologist at the Essex Region Conservation Authority and former Director of
Tallgrass Ontario has released a new beta release of the SOFIA (Southern Ontario Floral Inventory
Analysis) spreadsheet. SOFIA is a macro-enabled Microsoft Excel spreadsheet which tabulates, analyzes
and automates floral inventories of natural areas within southern Ontario. Within this updated release,
SOFIA now identifies if an inventory has tallgrass prairie/savanna indicator species. Visit our new OnLine Tools page to download this spreadsheet.
Tallgrass Ontario is pleased to announce the addition of two new documents to our Prescribed Burn
Publications page. Both of these documents will assist tallgrass prairie prescribed burn practitioners.
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry
Prescribed Burn Manual
This manual outlines the planning process which
ensures that all prescribed burns in Ontario are
conducted in a safe and efficient manner. This
document described key prescribed burn planning
concepts and some considerations for planning
prescribed burns, based on the complexity of the
burn. Burn Manual (pdf)
Field Guide for predicting Fire Behavior in Ontario’s
Tallgrass Praire
This field guide was created to address the need for a more accurate estimate of fire behaviour in the
tallgrass prairie of Southern Ontario. The new rate of spread model for tallgrass prairies detailed in this
field guide is based on models developed in Australian grasslands and requires an estimate of the actual
fuel moisture of the grass fuels. A tabular method for estimating fuel moisture content has also been
introduced. Field Guide (pdf)
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Tips for Seed Collection and Storage – Pat Deacon
This article is intended to provide a few tips and tricks for the collection of a handful of common
tallgrass prairie species found in many of our remnant sites in southern Ontario. Whether you are
looking to collect a few seeds for a pollinator garden, or have your sights set on a larger prairie creation
project, these tips are intended to improve efficiency and make the process a bit easier. Most of what
I’ve picked up along the way was gained through volunteer seed collection days (check with your local
conservation group for these types of events) or trial and error to determine what works best for a given
species.
I write this article with three things to bear in mind. First, that we have a handful of native plant
nurseries in southern Ontario that sell local genotype seeds and seed mixtures. Some have machinery
intended for seed collection and therefore they may be able to provide seed at a fraction of the cost in
comparison to the manual techniques I will outline here. Beyond supplying seed (or live plants) for an
array of species, these nurseries are a great resource for planning and implementing your project.
Second, any seed that is wild collected should be done so responsibly; with the permission of the
landowner and taking only a small portion of available seed from any one species. Third, when designing
a planting list for your restoration, get to know your local remnant habitats, use them as a reference
community and try to make your planting list reflect those communities. Think “sense of place”.
Tallgrass Ontario partnered with Environment Canada in the production of a document called Planting
the Seed that is available on our website. I highly recommend checking it out if you are thinking about
creating and managing a prairie or meadow.
Big Bluestem and Indiangrass
From the lush tallgrass habitats at
Ojibway Prairie to the oak
savannas of the Rice Lake Plains,
Big Bluestem and Indiangrass are
the two foundational grasses in
many prairies. These species are
key for building up thatch that
allows for prescribed burning and
both are often seeded as a main
component of prairie creation
projects.
By mid-fall both species have
reached 2 metres or more in
height and their leaves and stems
have turned from green to a
combination of reds and yellows.
These species are easy to identify
Indiangrass seed ready to be picked
which makes them ideal species
for volunteers to collect. All that is
required to collect the seed is a pair of work gloves and a pail or paper bag. The seed should only be
collected when it is fully ripe which, for Big Bluestem is when the green “turkey foot” seed heads turn
pale brown and easily shatter when squeezed in the palm of your hand. Indiangrass does not give the
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same visual clues as to when the seed is ripe but you should be able to slide the inflorescence through
your clamped hand and the seed will freely fall off. If you are met with some resistance for either
species you just need to wait a bit longer. There is a knack to knowing when certain species are ripe for
the picking in your area and timing will vary by your location and the weather of a given year.
I like to sweep an armful of stems together, position the clump of inflorescences above the pail or bag,
pinch and pull the seed free from the stem. Wayne and Graham Buck introduced me to the pail
contraption in the photograph below; a 5-gallon pail with two slits cut near the top to loop a belt
through and wear on your waist. This silly-looking attire leaves you with two free hands and makes seed
collecting much easier and more efficient. I usually have my belted pail with me on any seed collection
outing – it’s handy for a bunch of species.
Little Bluestem

Big Bluestem being collected using a pail on a belt

I was first introduced to Little
Bluestem at the Branchton Prairie
just south of Cambridge and now
keep a small patch in my urban
front yard that I collect seed from
most years. This clump-forming
species thrives on well-drained
sandy slopes and knolls and can
add structural diversity to a prairie
planting by creating areas of
relatively short vegetation among
swaths of towering Big Bluestem. I
say “relatively” as it can still reach a
height of 125cm where conditions
are favourable.

Little Bluestem seed is fun to collect. You’ll need a pail and a fine-tooth plastic comb. It is easy to tell
when the seeds are ripe as they curl and take on the look of frost or snow on the stems; usually this
happens around mid-October. Grab all or a portion of the stems in one hand, comb in the other, and
starting from the bottom pull the comb upward through the stems to collect a mass of seeds on the
comb. Dump each handful into the pail as you go. Most of the mature seed will be dislodged in the first
pass, but you can get a bit more by repeating a few times. I have found that unripe seed will stay
attached and repeating the process several days later will yield more seed. Funny as it looks (and the
neighbours may talk) the comb method is a great way to glean.
Butterfly Milkweed
Collecting the pods of Butterfly Milkweed is the easy part. I usually watch for one or two pods to begin
to crack and reveal a bit of fluff as an indicator that they can be harvested. Immature seeds are green
and reach maturity once they have turned orange or dark brown. In late September I try to crack a few
pods open along the seam to see if the seed has turned. When the seeds are ready, the pods can easily
be pulled upward and will break free from the plant. If you pick some immature pods they can be left in
a tray or a paper bag in a dry place and the seeds will continue to mature.
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There are two approaches I use for processing the pods to extract the seeds. If you are working with a
small number, you can snip the lower 1-2cm at the base of each pod with garden clippers to free the
inner portion of the pod with the seeds attached, crack the pod open slightly, then with a firm grip on
the pointed tip of the pod in one hand, use your other hand to pinch and slide the brown seeds into a
pail or tray. Pod by pod you’ll soon accumulate a few hundred seeds as milkweed fluff billows into the
sky from wherever you’re working (ideally outside or in a garage).
I was taught the second method by Mary Gartshore and Mary has processed a few milkweed pods in her
day! This method works well for large amounts of milkweed seed and involves a large-gauge screen
with squares about ½” x ½” mounted on a frame and a pair of work gloves. To build the station place a
tarp on the ground or on a work bench, then place the screen parallel to the ground on blocks to elevate
it off of the tarp. If you don’t have a tarp, the seed can be swept up off a clean floor afterwards. Dump
a few dozen ripe milkweed pods on top of the screen. Wearing work gloves (to protect your hands from
any sharp edges on the screen as well as the sticky sap), press down and work the pods around in circles
like you’re giving a deep tissue massage. Soon the pods will break apart and the seed will begin to fall
through the screen. The bruised pods and fluff will collect on the screen and can be cleaned off and
discarded before starting a second batch.
At any rate, processing milkweed seed is labour intensive and goes to show why the seed is so expensive
when purchased from a nursery.
Black-eyed Susan, Round-headed Bush-clover, Showy Tick-trefoil, New Jersey Tea
I have lumped a few species together that I approach with the same crude technique that uses abrasion
to free the seeds from their casing or to break up the seed head. This group is kind of a catch-all and
your approach may need to be adapted depending on what you are collecting.
Using one paper leaf bag per species, I snip or strip the seed pods from the stem and bag them up to
allow them to dry for a couple of weeks. Timing of seed maturity varies; Black-eyed Susan has viable
seed soon after the yellow petals have dropped, New Jersey Tea once the seed casings have turned from
green or red to pure black, and Showy-tick trefoil is basically ready once you start cursing them as they
stick to your pants. Once the collected seed pods are sufficiently dry, I lay a tarp on the garage floor,
dump the bag contents on the tarp, put on some tunes and start stomping around. For many species,
the seed casings will crack under your weight, especially if you periodically sweep the pile together and
trample it repeatedly. When you see a good number of seed among the chaff you can simply pull the
inert material off the top by hand and, folding the tarp in half, pour the pile of seeds off into a bucket or
bag.
I find Black-eyed Susan and Round-headed Bush-clover are two species that hold much of the seed in
their dense, rounded seed heads. For these, I often forego trampling the seed and drop them into an
old blender 15-20 at a time, give it a quick few pulses and that will leave you with pure seed below the
blade height in the bottom of the blender. If you are cleaning hundreds or thousands, feeding them
through an electric leaf mulcher with a bag attachment is also effective. It’s good to wear hearing
protection and a mask for these techniques.
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Mints
Easy to grow and easy to collect, species such as Virginia Mountain Mint or Wild Bergamot are used in
many prairie plantings with most plants producing seed on site by the second growing season.
I have found that the key to collecting mint seed is to cut the plants (including 30-40cm of the stem)
after they are done flowering and the leaves are starting to wither, place the stems upside down in a
leaf bag or pail, then allow the plants to fully dry out for a couple of weeks. Once the plants are dry, you
can grab a handful of stems that are sticking up from your bag or pail, give them a hard rattle and listen
to the hundreds and thousands of seeds raining into the bottom of the container. When the plants are
first cut and still green, the tubular structure where the seed develops tends to hold on to it tightly, so
the drying process allows these tubes to expand and break apart, in turn freeing the seeds.
Asters and Goldenrods
Asters are tough. One minute the heads are still green, then a few warm days and some wind or rain
and the seeds are gone. To make it more interesting, these composites tend to have seed mature and
disperse at the top of the plant or at the ends of branches then gradually moving toward the stem and
down the plant. To address this, I cut and bag up the stems just when the first seeds are starting to turn
to fluff and break free.
My method involves a pair of clippers, one or more paper yard waste bags and a screen (a similar setup
to milkweed seed processing). Similar to the mints, I cut a bunch of stems, leave them upside down in a
leaf bag or spread out on a tarp and let them dry. I set up a screen over a tarp with the edges pulled up
a bit to create low walls, grab a handful of stems and beat the stems over the screen, periodically
shuffling the stems around or rotating the bunch. After a few good whacks most of the seed will lay in a
pile on the tarp to be collected up. It is worth noting that all of the chaff material likely still contains
some seed and if you have the space, toss it back into some leaf bags or a tarp and distribute it at your
planting site. For asters and goldenrods, which germinate on the surface of the soil, seeds in the chaff
will eventually free up on their own and be carried by the wind across your planting site. Keep in mind,
50g of aster seed may not seem like a lot but there are thousands of seeds per handful.
Oaks
Black Oak and White Oak are two fire-tolerant tree species and are the most frequently encountered
trees in savanna and woodland sites in southern Ontario. Aside from the visual appeal of a stately opengrown canopy of a mature oak, these species support a diversity of insect species and their curled leaves
are great fuel for prescribed burns.
In my opinion, the low cost and relative ease of direct seeding acorns (as opposed to planting tree plugs
or potted material), is by far the best way to include these trees in a naturalization project. To some
extent, starting an oak as an acorn in the ground leaves it better adapted and less prone to transplant
shock than a potted tree with a rootball in a peat medium that will wick moisture from the roots and
stress the sapling. Keep an eye out for mature oaks along backroads or in city parks where the area
beneath the tree is mowed. Acorn collecting is much easier in these locations where you can simply
rake up a few hundred acorns in a matter of minutes as opposed to picking through the leaf litter in a
forest for a handful of acorns. You may wish to include a few hickory nuts, American Hazel, or other
woody species found in your reference community. Remember that Grey Dogwood and Sumac are
clonal and may take over a site so you may not want to include them, or do so sparingly.
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Using a shovel, a shallow cut can be made in the ground, tilt the shovel to create a crack, drop the acorn
in and tamp the soil down with your foot. Walk your site at random seeding acorns at different
elevations and aspects. It is a good idea to plant out many more acorns than you suspect you’ll need to
account for rodents consuming them. If your site is large and surrounded by hedgerows or forest, try
creating an acorn-free band of 25m or more around the periphery. Squirrels are less likely to venture
into open territory and this can help with getting oaks established.
Storage
What you do with your collected seed will vary depending on your project timeline and what species you
are dealing with. It is good practice to write the species on the bag, the date it was collected and where
it was collected from.
Some seed remains viable for more than 1 year and you may choose to bank what you collect in order to
add to it the following year. Other species, including asters have a shelf life of 1 year and cannot be
stored for a prolonged period. If you have collected milkweeds, asters or goldenrods (among other
species) cold moist stratification is necessary to break the seed dormancy for seed germination in the
spring. Although this can be done in a controlled environment using wetted sand, Ziploc bags and a
refrigerator (a whole topic on its own), nature does it best and many species will establish just fine being
fall-sown onto a prepared site. I prefer to save the hassle and seed them out. A bag of cold moist
stratified seed can end up a clumpy mass of damp sand and difficult to broadcast seed which can be
limiting. For grasses, you can seed them in the late fall, but most species are susceptible to browse and
rot (they do not require cold moist stratification), and so early spring seeding that makes use of soil
moisture and spring precipitation is preferred.
The biggest risk with seed storage is mold and mice. Ensuring that the seed is thoroughly dried before
bagging it up will help to prevent mold. If any of the seed you have collected feels damp to the touch,
lay it out on a tarp in a garage. Placed on a tarp, the seed can be turned over and mixed every day or
two for about a week which should dry it out. For long-term storage, place the seed into paper bags to
help with moisture control, plastic bags can lead to molding. Any fruits with a fleshy skin should be
scoured or broken apart to remove the flesh so you are left with only the seeds.
As rodents will be interested in the buffet you have laid out for them, you can place the paper bags into
a tote, garbage pail or even hung from a rafter with string. The location you intend to keep the seed
over the winter should maintain cool and dry conditions (an unheated garage, barn or a cold room is
perfect).
And that’s it. It doesn’t hurt to check on the seed periodically through the winter to ensure that mold or
mice aren’t wreaking havoc.
For additional reading, check out The New England Wild Flower Society Guide to Growing and
Propagating Wildflowers of the United States and Canada by William Cullina or The Tallgrass Restoration
Handbook: For Prairies, Savannas, and Woodlands by Stephen Packard and Cornelia Mutel.
A checklist of items for seed collection and storage:
•
Large paper leaf bags or grain feed bags
•
Paper lunch bags (medium and small sizes are handy)
•
Ziploc bags (for cold moist stratification)
•
Clean sand (for cold moist stratification)
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Garden clippers
5-gallon pail (with a belt attached)
Fine-toothed plastic comb
Tarps or a roll of plastic vapour barrier
Electric leaf mulcher
Old blender
Leaf rake
A frame-mounted screen and/or sieves of different sizes

Assortment of basic materials
used for seed collection and
storage

Pat Deacon is a Terrestrial and Wetland Biologist at Natural Resource Solutions Inc., Waterloo, Ontario.
Pat is on the Board of Directors of Tallgrass Ontario. Photo Credits – Pat Deacon. All rights reserved.
The Bluestem Banner is published twice per year by Tallgrass Ontario. The next edition will appear in June 2021.
Tallgrass Ontario is an all-volunteer organization which relies on member donations and government grants to
carry out our important work. Our administration
costs are among the lowest of Canadian
environmental charities. Donating is easy – go on-line
to our website and donate at Canada Helps at
http://www.tallgrassontario.org/ . The Canada Helps
button is on the upper right side of our home page.
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Become a Member
Tallgrass Ontario’s Goals
1. Ensure organizational capacity
2. Facilitate the creation and restoration of tallgrass communities;
3. Increase public awareness and stewardship of tallgrass communities;
4. Identify and secure existing potential tallgrass communities across the province;
5. Promote research and knowledge transfer of tallgrass communities
Membership
Tallgrass Ontario is always actively seeking individuals who would like to learn the roles of a TgO Board
member and work to achieve a position on the TgO board.
The first step in the TgO volunteer path is to become a member. A General Membership is $20 per calendar
year, a Student Membership is $10.00 annually and a Lifetime Membership is $100.00. All memberships
entitle the member to voting rights in the organization.
Tallgrass Ontario is a Registered Canadian Charity. You can donate to Tallgrass Ontario by visiting
https://www.canadahelps.org/dn/13376
You can become a member by visiting our website at: http://www.tallgrassontario.org/memberships.html

Page 1 photo - Round-Headed Bush Clover (Lespedeza capitata). Photo credits page 1 and 2- Steve
Rankin. All rights reserved.

